Why YOU, Like Mycorrhiza, Are Essential!
OUR NEW TIERED MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
In the undisturbed soil, a living web of fungal filaments surrounds and interconnects the
roots of our forest plants, absorbing and supplying each plant with water and nutrients.
Oh…you thought roots did that!? Well, they do, and a healthy population of Mycorrhiza
increases water and nutrients uptake efficiency by up to 10,000 times! They can also
create 100% weed suppression.
You, an individual living in our healthy forest community, increase MCFSC”s ability to
keep it fire safe by your financial donations, the lifeline of our efforts to educate our
neighbors and keep the forest fire safe and 100% abated.
In the past, government grants have supported local contractors’ work to help home
owners keep their properties fire safe by doing the required abatement. The current
state of our economy jeopardizes these grant funds. Now, more than ever, we look to
you to do your part. Whether you donate as an individual (Mycorrhiza, the
underground web of life that provides systemic support vital to our forest health), as a
family (Fern, whose graceful beauty adorns the forest floor), as a business (Cedar, the
prolific sustenance for our watersheds and wildlife), as a corporate donor (Ponderosa,
the tall, majestic symbol of our healthy forest), or as a benefactor (Black Oak, which
provides an umbrella of shelter and support)…won’t you join us in making YOUR
communities fire safe.

Membership Application
¨ Mycorrhiza, Individual - $20
The underground web of life that provides systemic support vital to our forest
health.
¨ Fern, Family - $40
Whose graceful beauty adorns the forest floor.
¨ Cedar, Business - $100 level is the
The prolific sustenance for our watersheds and wildlife.
¨ Ponderosa, Corporate - $500
The tall, majestic symbol of our healthy forest.
¨ Black Oak, Benefactor - $1000
Provide an umbrella of shelter and support.
Name:________________________________________________________________________
Hill Property Address:____________________________________________________________
Mailing Address:________________________________________________________________
City:_________________________________________ State:__________ Zip:______________
Phone:_________________________________
Email:__________________________________
We sincerely thank you for your generous support!

